
iMessage
4/21/20, 11:35 AM

We’re gonna do a test run at 1pm tomorrow if you can make it

4/21/20, 12:40 PM

Oh word!!!

I think so

 no worries if not

4/22/20, 12:08 PM

Hey man I don’t think I can make it today- but I’m game tomorrow after
2pm

No problem man! I also got sent an email from compass you may be
interested in seeing

Oooo

I got one from Matt saying basically like yo you gotta be available and
responsive or you gotta bring back your laptops for other techs to use

What did your email say ?

How much they charge for virtuals

I don’t know why they are so stressed about us replying to emails.
Everything I’ve accepted has cancelled

Oooo can you fw it to me?
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I make 21 dollars an hour. They charge minimum 1400. We do all of the
work and get a 14th of the pay.

I might take an FS5 

Its my reparations 

Haha damn

I have an event at 5:30 tomorrow morning, and my Internet sucks I’m
gonna go in to 83

Fuck thats early. 

4/22/20, 3:46 PM

We’re doing a crew meet at 4 tomorrow.

I’ll be there

Hells yeah negro! We got everything running and looking perfectly. 

4/23/20, 3:46 PM

Yeee! I’ll be there at like 414

Cool

Knock when you get here

4/23/20, 10:02 PM

https://www.facebook.com/bigbldgrcrds/videos/
vb.452161144989549/1075279786176989/?type=2&theater

4/24/20, 8:46 AM

https://discord.gg/w4UeKP

4/24/20, 12:14 PM

Loved “https://www.facebook.com/bigbldgrcrds/videos/
vb.452161144989549/1075279786176989/?type=2&theater”
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4/26/20, 3:49 PM

Hey man you workin tomorrow?

Yeah

4pm-pm

Dude can you do me a solid, and cover my morning shift? Doesn’t start
until 10 I think. I’m in the middle of this move and I’m way over my head

Yeah. 

Thank you so much!!! I’ll write up an email and let them know. Cheers
man!!!!

4/30/20, 3:36 PM

Fuck dude I am so sorry - I am in the middle of moving the rest of my
stuff

I’m not going to be able to make it

I totally got my days mixed man my bad my brain has been so scattered
/ shattered this week

No worries Shit happens

5/7/20, 12:51 PM

They could use your help tonight

+1 (206) 661-7570

God dammit. Going go give Danny your number 

Laughed at “God dammit. Going go give Danny your number ”

5/13/20, 2:08 PM

Can you make it to the Live Stream this week?

5/13/20, 3:21 PM

Yes!

Kickass man. See you tomorrow

Right?

Yeah. Jesus!! Where is my head

5/14/20, 4:34 PM

You on the way to the studio?

Yeeee

Just about to hop on my bike

See you soon!
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5/15/20, 3:02 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFRPhi0jhGc

5/21/20, 2:03 PM

Are you able to make it to the livestream tonight?

Nah I hit up the discord this morning, my buddy needs me for a paid gig

Gotta do it

No concern on my end. Gotta get that paper

Tru dat. My rent is twice what it was in g town so I gotta gets dat paypa 

Twice as much sadly 

5/29/20, 2:54 PM

How open is your schedule in July? I got a major contract and I’m going
to need some help

Its pays

Yeeeee

Awesome!! 

Its for the Seattle Chamber Music Society. We’re going to film their
summer concert series. Its 12 performances. 12 shoot days. 12 next day
edits. Nothing complicated on the edits just titles, lower thirds.

Also 3-4 cameras. 3 stationary 1 mobile. We may also be streaming for
them

Does 300 a day sound good? Shoot days are set to be around 5 hours
max

My rate is ideally 5, but I could do it for 3 my g 

Let me know what dates when ya can, I have an interview coming up 

Those are still up in the air. But we’re aiming for Tuesday Thursday and
Sunday shoots. Thats is wildly subject to change so don’t take it as
gospel

Word man thanks for thinking of me 

No problem dude! I got a few other things in the pipeline too. In the
future I can budget for your a 500 day rate

6/17/20, 2:33 PM

Hey 

Filming Schedule.docx
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This is the filming schedule for the Seattle Chamber Music Society next
months

Does this work for you?

6/17/20, 8:17 PM

Perfect!

Fuck yeah man. Its a 4 camera setup mostly straightforward. All the days
are similar setup except for the middle week.

Its an evolving landscape so things are constantly shifting. I’ll keep you
posted 

Word man thank you so much 

6/20/20, 2:22 PM

https://imgur.com/gallery/obVKSu3

Tall people problems 

6/20/20, 8:06 PM

Yeah. Thats my life. Just got off a plane. Lady in front of me pushed her
seat back and it was already in my knees. She then proceeded to rock
back and forth to take shitty pictures out of the window    

6/21/20, 2:29 PM

Hahaha aw man!!!

That would make a hilarious short video - just 20 quick clips of tall people
problems 

Getting bitch slapped by tree branches is a good one. 

I bet it’s been done a million times 

Haha fuck yeah

We could follow it up with a short person version 

Thanks to my dreads I occasionally get harpooned by trees

Short people have it rough. 

Can’t get on roller coasters 

We have that in common

I’m too tall for most. 

Staring at peoples asses in concerts has to be awful 

Dude we could do a fake advertisement directed at short people for your
purposes as a Tall person. They can just hop on top of your shoulders
and be taller than they have ever dreamed

Haha
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Hahahahahahaa

Thats happened before too! 

Damn it!!!!

I like the ad idea

Dude we’d make it so good

I got a friend named anita who’s like 5 feet tall from Laos 

Hahaha. Like an uber-esque service

Yeah!!!!

Right from an app!!!

6/22/20, 5:15 PM

Just got harpooned again . It was a mild one

GADDAM TREES!!!

God damn trees

IF THEY WERNT GIVING US OXYGEN I SWEAR TO GOD 

Hahahahahahahahahaha

6/24/20, 9:20 PM

Just got harpooned so good it took off my hair tie

HAH! They tryna getcha!

Maybe they think your one of them and are just tryna feel you out

HHahahaha. I’m okay with that actually. 

6/25/20, 12:27 PM

Totally skipped my mind. For the work in July they want everyone
involved to take a weekly covid test. The first round is scheduled
tomorrow. Would that work for you?

Also. Do you want a contract between us or just wing it. I’m not in the
business of fucking  people over but I understand if you’d prefer it 

6/25/20, 8:35 PM

Word! 

When where

And I trust ya g 

Whatever the client prefers

Its going to be Monday the 29th around midday. Can’t schedule
someone last minute.
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Also. It turns out I won’t need you for all off those dates listed. So you
should get some free time. I’ll still honor the 3600 guarantee.

Also. They want to make a mini documentary about the whole process
which I would need help with. Details on this are still fuzzy but I’ll keep
you posted. 

Its a very fluid project 

Word

What about the covid test?

I’ll get back to you tomorrow with the details. I should honestly get you
involved in the email chain about this.

That’ll happen tomorrow also.

Word

I suck at the administrative work 

6/26/20, 1:15 PM

You’ll get better at it with time

The more you do the better you’ll get!!!

6/26/20, 2:23 PM

I sent you an email that you can give your information to The SCMS for
testing 

6/27/20, 10:47 AM

Rachel Seattle chamber music Society.vcf

Guess who just tested positive covid 

YOU?!??

Yup

So. Can you take the reigns on this project.

Oh shit man
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I’m so sorry

That blows

I can’t be in the building until I test negative. Which may take a 10 days.
Which means I’ll miss that first shoot day at least.

It’s not ideal hahahahaha

How you feeling?

Fine. Nose is a bit irritated.

Word

That’s good

So you wanna send me your correspondence with the client? Or maybe
we should wait until Monday so we know if I’m covid free

I’ll send it to you.

It’s all scattered about 100 emails at this point. I’ll send you a new one
with their contact on it too so we can all be on the same page.

Give me minute

Or 30

About to hop in the shower

Take your time homes I got all day  

Perfect

The big one is we had planned on doing a technical test day I believe the
3rd of July. (I’ll need to verify that one.) I can just hand you all of the
equipment I have an a diagram of the potential setup.

6/27/20, 7:39 PM

Sweet! 

Have you told work yet? Have you been on campus lately?

Oh fuck. 

I was there 2 days ago. 

I tell Alex

You gaaaaatttaaa

I was there this week too

Stay out of the phone room on the 4th floor 

Dude which one!!!!

The one you get to by going to the right of the main staircase

No idea what number it is 

Aw poo
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Thats the good one 

Haha

Was your covid test free?

Our whole team has to get tested :/

Lmk after you tell Alex

SCMS paid for it like they’re paying for your test on Monday.

Noice

What days did ya work last week?

Thursday was the only day

Good to know

Dude that sucks so bad

Its inconvenient  

For sure! And potentially deadly!! Shits scary man 

So this is the second time I’ve had it. The first I almost passed out
walking down the street. This time its just my nose being irritated. 

I think for most people its not an issue at all. Its just elderly people or
people with lung conditions that really struggle 

6/30/20, 12:10 PM

Hey man can we chat today before three and go over all the details
regarding the chamber music Society?

Yeah. Give me an hour. I also plan on drawing up a diagram for you. 

I would like that very much

Thanks g!

This is not an ideal situation at all. 

Truuuuuuuuuudat

It should be fairly simple. We’re going to leave everything setup so very
little will change shoot to shoot. Number of cameras and position of B C
cam 

Word. Let me know when you can chat

You available now?

Just sent you an email with the diagrams

Let me take a look and call ya

After I peep
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Do you have the times of the recordings locked down yet?

3 or 4 pm

All days?

Yes.

Yeeeee

Thanks 

Of course

6/30/20, 3:24 PM

Jeremiah will do 350 a day too

35/day for 7d mark 2

20/day for lavs

6/30/20, 8:52 PM

Lavs confirmed

7/1/20, 8:57 AM

Cool. Lets go with lav for tomorrow.

As for streaming. 500 to run OBS good with you. It’ll be off my computer.
I have two capture cards and we can run the Camera A and B into that.
As well as audio with my mixer. Basically a Compass setup 

Wait what? 

Tomorrow is the 2nd- Senica said we’re recording on the 3rd

I’m dyslexic 

And obs? Now we’re using OBS?

Got that one wrong. 

I thought you were just gonna edit the videos and give them the file after
you’re done editing it

Can you take a call?

Let me wake up first

Just rolling out of bed

Hahahaha. Sure. I’ll explain it all then. 

We got a new email. Give me a call when you’re ready 

7/1/20, 3:45 PM

Call in 5?

Yeah

7/1/20, 5:08 PM

This light is badass
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Noice

Also how’s parking for the shoots?

Is there validation for a particular garage?

In the Washington Athletic Club parking garage directly across the street.
You just need to hand them a SCMS business card and you’re good

Loved “In the Washington Athletic Club parking garage directly across
the street. You just need to hand them a SCMS business card and you’re
good”

7/2/20, 1:21 PM

Do you have the ability to run a speedtest off a laptop tomorrow?

Worse case scenario. I can lend you my personal one

7/2/20, 3:11 PM

I can bring mine

It’s Microsoft’s 

Loved “I can bring mine”

Oh yeah. 

Those would work perfectly. 

Also. We should discuss additional compensation for you helping out
with these things.  

Setting up a live stream was never apart of the program. 

I also have a 50 foot ethernet cable (courtesy of compass)

Noice

Do you have Aja/magewells?

2 of them. 

I gots 1

Cool. I have 3 hdmi cables but one is only a 6 footer. 

That’ll be the steady

Not being able to enter this building is starting to piss me off 

Haha

I can  pick up the equipment from you in the next couple hours if that’s all
right

The lighting for the first day is different because the musicians are drama
queens. I now need to rent a c stand and hope to god that works  

Lets aim for 6:00-6:30

The lenses I intend to use haven’t been delivered yet and I hope that
happens to morrow as scheduled. Worst case I can rent some. 
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Duuuuuuuuuuuuuude

I’ll have everything else though. Except a c stand

Jeremiah has lenses and a c stand

Did you call them yet

Him

Not lenses for my camera. 

Maybe!

I’m going to hit him up soon 

I’m scrambling like crazy on this one. P

He’s got everything you need

Covid is making asset acquiring interesting. 

I’m 99.9% sure

Whats his number?

(206) 853-6919

His shit does look professional as fuck. 

Yis

Left a strange voicemail 

7/2/20, 4:36 PM

Laughed at “Left a strange voicemail ”

Hey man can I swing by now? I’m at the Lowe’s nearby got done with my
errands earlier than I thought

I should be home around 6:45

Haha damn

Hokiedokes 

4624 S Juneau St

Hmmm

Sorry man 

Saul good

Running around like crazy to get all  pf this shit ready. 

Word

U chat with Jeremiah? 

I did yeah. He’s got the c stand and tripods

Noice
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He has nice lenses but they’re ef mount not m4/3. He has adapters but I
really hope I don’t need them. 

Covid is fucking me proper right now 

Ahhh

Disliked “Covid is fucking me proper right now ”

That blows

U shouldn’t be going anywhere wit dat shit!!!

I might just pick up the things tomorri morn

Yeah I think I am. Is that coo? Around 845am?

That will work. 

Laughed at “U shouldn’t be going anywhere wit dat shit!!!”

Okiedokes 

Yeah. But not part of the plan. Life goes on. I must do so too 

Awe

Let me know if you need some help man I rather be out in public then
you be out in public 

Well. You may be running to Glazers tomorrow then

For wat 

Wat else we need

Won’t know that until tomorrow

This whole situation is a cluster fuck

7/2/20, 7:45 PM

What are we streaming to?

Just tested with 2 cams and a mixer with obs via fb live it looks and
sounds great

You wanna chat about said clusterfuck?

Ha. Don’t know yet. Habib is isn’t the most straightforward.

I like your setup.
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We should be able to stream to anything assuming the upload speed via
ethernet is good. If not. I can pick up usb modem. They work wonders

The clusterfuck is: After 7 years of working my ass off I finally get the
chance to prove myself as videographer and launch my own business.
Only to have a virus not only make sourcing the gear I need next to
impossible and now actually removing me from the filming. 

That being said had it not been for said virus I would not have this
contract or the loan I got to get off the ground. It’s an odd position to be
in.

Haha word

We got this man no sweat 

Liked “We got this man no sweat ”

7/3/20, 7:08 AM

Everything I’ve got so far is ready for pickup. Stop by anytime.

4624 S Juneau St Seattle WA 98118

Word

Are we missing anything?

Lenses are in Seattle. Should be here by 10:30

I need to pick up another camera from Glazers. I’m not going go use
Jeremiahs just cause I want everything to match as accurately as
possible 

Plus his gear can’t be rented for the entire month

So will just use his camera for the intro videos?

Don’t need too

I have 3 cameras and 6 lenses

K

I’ll see ya in like 30 min

Okay 

 Here!

7/3/20, 9:23 AM

Bit the bullet. Black Magic Pocket Cinema 4k and a video monopod will
be available at glazers for pickup around 11:30-Noon range.

I let them know you’ll be collecting the items.

368129 is the code number. I greatly appreciate all of your help man.
You have no idea.

lenses just got here. I’m going to run them over to

you
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7/3/20, 12:28 PM

Liked “368129 is the code number. I greatly appreciate all of your help
man. You have no idea.”

We’re back at 1

1 what?

Pm

Ahh. Lunch break. 

How is everything going?

Any issues? Things needed? Comments concerns? 

This is my baby so forgive for being a fretful mother 

We’re live on Youtube

Can we get 1080

Habib is asking. If Bills mics are setup and if someone can play
something.

Can you also send me a picture detailing the setup.

The musicians are on lunch

Can you send me the youtube link?

https://youtu.be/_kgODfnq7Vo

sorry I can email it.

Can you also run a speed test.

Sorry. Habib is nervous and asking for a lot of information. Also I think
you guys are approaching the 5 hour mark. Remember to keep track of
how long you are there for additionally.

You can crop in OBS

Battery life a problem. And I can help you turn off the internal lut

Do we have power cords for the cams?

Did you guys kill the stream?

No

Hey man, I think we should push the stream to YouTube at 720 after all

Motion is looking spotty on our end

Hey I just turned all the cameras off to save battery

Fyi 
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No worries

I see you chilling staring at your phone. 

I’m not paying you to sit 

Haha

We’re doing light test!!!!

Oooohh. Can we face time for that?

Or. The look i was going for was something soft and low key

Kinda spot lightish but ambient 

Oooo now it looks noice

You guys aren’t going to use the light I have?

We are

That was what I needed the C Stand for

Or do you have another idea in mind?

Can you connect it to that cross beam?
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We’re about to sound test

So 

Can we have my light as a top light. Almost directly over head of the
musicians. 

Thats what Seneca and I had discussed 

Our plan was to light the talent. Not the backwall 

Thanks but can you guys continue working on the lighting please?

We can’t now they’re playing

How much longer are planning on being there today? We’re way past 5
hours

Just a lil longer

We got great b roll of them playing

Thats cool. But its pNot what needs to be focused on. 

Also. According to the contract. SCMS and I are the only ones allowed to
own or use the footage. Please don’t take it for personal use

Haha I gotcha
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Seneca was saying we could splice b roll into the intros 

Dats why 

Yeah. I know. We can also get that on the 5th when everyone is dressed
better 

Rental is good to go. G4 Sennhieser. They know you’re coming in about
45 minutes 

Word

Gotem!!!

Nice. 

They need to go back Monday

Word

Also. Got time for a wrap up call later?

Sure 

I’ll hit you up when I get home

Would around 6:30 7 work

Yeeee

Prefect. Little birdy told me you did good today!!!!

Thank you!!!

You trying to fight 

Knucksknucksknucks!!!

7/3/20, 6:48 PM

I’m back home. Give me a call when its convenient 
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7/4/20, 11:14 AM

what timeworn you stopping by?

30 min

Could I use the atmos screens hd for the transfer? 

Yes. But I have the SATA cable at my place

Oh shit I have one of those

I just drop it off to you afterwards

I think its easiest to just use mine. But whatever. I also have a battery
and battery charger

I’m only 20 min away I’ll come now

Cool. 

Forgot to mention. The Black Magics main advantage is its ability to
record in multiple codecs like ProRes. Which as you know it’s storage
space. We can do Dnx for this one

Word

7/4/20, 3:23 PM

The shoot went well, we filmed the short intros in three different locations

Can I just give you the footage tomorrow? Or do you need it today

Tomorrow works

Loved “The shoot went well, we filmed the short intros in three different
locations”

7/5/20, 2:34 PM

Break a leg!! 

 But not a tripod leg

Haha you got it

7/5/20, 3:44 PM

The lacie 1tb drive the silver and orange one. Has a naming convention
already established for the file offload.   

Did not see dat so I created my own haha

Not the Atmos drive. The other one 

Yis

Hmmmm

I had it by date. And a folder for each camera 

Ahhh

What did you do?

You’ll see
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Dump date cam

Laughed at “You’ll see”

Can you run that by tonight. I gotta get starting editing ASAP

Yis

Liked “Yis”

7/5/20, 5:55 PM

Just finished the last set - now they want to do a lil qna 

Okay

7/5/20, 7:15 PM

How’s it going?

Here!

You guys missed focus on the main camera

That or its very soft on the edges. And the framing needs to change

Aw poo

Is Dump 01 Rehersal day?

Yes

And intos 

Intros

Framing and focus should be good on day 2

Thank christ yes.

I’m a stickler for composition. Next time can we get less on the bottom of
the image. And it appears to not be level.
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Also. Can we adjust he white balance to be more natural and not all
yellow

For sure

Liked “Also. Can we adjust he white balance to be more natural and not
all yellow”

Liked “I’m a stickler for composition. Next time can we get less on the
bottom of the image. And it appears to not be level.”

We gotta have a call tomorrow ma

Definitely! 

I for sure want feedback on the shoot so we can make the next ones the
best they can be

Cool. Give me a call when you’re up and running

I think I’m missing a card

I have 3 of the 4 camera angles

Black Magic twice. No Gh5 footage

We only had 3 cam angles

Why?

That’s what I thought the scope and the diagrams were for

That is what I drew up

One stagnant and me and jeremiah on the moving shots

Where would you want the 4th cam? Another locked wide? 

The locked wide was in 4K so you could push in post if you needed

That was the purpose of the monopod I rented.

Three stationary. One floating.

It makes what you guys attempted to do a lot easier and smoother.
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\’m missing the tripod footage of the intros. And I really need that. The
handheld stuff isn’t that steady and some of it doesn’t have audio so I
can’t sync it.

Tripod footage intros are on dump one - 4

Black Magic 

Shot with the black Magic

You guys shot it in raw. Which is a massive file size and will take a long
to edit.

On the 7th we’re going to FaceTime and get all of the camera settings
correct.

Word

If I can’t find the download for their raw plugin. I can’t use this footgage

We shot it in raw because of the color space that it offers 

You can totally use the footage - premiere should have take it outright
and if it doesn’t, there is a way to make it recognizeable. I’ll hit up
Jeremiah to see what his process is

That is a really nifty feature but entirely unnecessary in this project.

I need this footage useable tonight. This edit is due tomorrow

Automatic b raw encoder

You can download, run it, and according to Jeremiah premiere and file
explorerer will automatically recognize the files

Let’s hope.

I also don’t see the audio files for the intros

Most of those folders are blank

They are in the black magic footage 

Since that cam was on the sticks that’s where I plugged in the lav

Alright then. Let’s hope to god we can get this plugin to work

https://www.autokroma.com/blog/Introduction-to-BRAW-Studio/

It’s free
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Damn

Sorry about that man

29 bucks!

Thought it was free

This is unacceptable

This one says it’s 25

And it says it’s free

https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/support/family/professional-cameras

Holy shit. It is working.

Thank fucking god.

Hooray

From now on. We do things as I have them setup or as I ask.
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I knew it would - jeremiah works with this cam all the time

I still can’t preview the files though.

I have no idea what I’m looking at

Lookin into it now

Just sent you a link to a tut

To your gmail

That apparently no longer exists

Sent you two more links, mac and windows

Let me know if you run into more troubles I will help if I can

That one worked. Thank you. And I can preview the files in finder.

Thanks Jason.
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Still happening

I can’t use this footage man

I think you have to uninstall the first thing you downloaded 

I’ll look into it now

I did that.

I’m just going to edit in resolve then export to an mp4

Maybe. I’ve never used resolve

Sry bout that dawg

There’s some extra folders to delete

I just emailed ya

After that it should work 

Still didn’t work.

This does not happen in the future

Damn right. Wish I could be of more help.

7/6/20, 6:45 AM

You guys didn’t get a sync point for any of this footage

7/6/20, 8:27 AM

The sync point is the first note - since we had internal mics on the whole
time, just layer the footage in premier and expand the audio files so you
can see the wave form. 

Thats not a good sync point man. 

That’s how I did it with 5th ave for years. Worked great. You can take
each video layer after you sync it, create new sequences, with those you
can create a multicam sequence and your golden 
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Since apparently there are so many gosh darn things that you would of
done differently, how about you write me a big ol email and write me a
list. I can tackle the issues one by one and email you back, then call you
and we can go through the list.

7/6/20, 9:38 AM

Rock and roll 

7/6/20, 11:51 AM

Just replied to your email. Let me know when you have read it and we
can discuss it further over the phone. 

Give me a call whenever

7/6/20, 8:42 PM

How’d it go? Do you still want jeremiah there tomorrow?

Rough. Though not on you guys. I didn’t realize we’d be filming 3
separate pieces in one session. Then they started and stopped a few
times in those sessions.   

I only got one done and that one only had one camera. Epic fail on my
end. 

Learned that we need to designate the “space” between the 3-4
movements filmed per session. 

Also. When they start then stop again. If we mark the timecode on the
main camera that would be amazing. 

I also believe I bit off more than I can chew. What do your charge to edit

You need someone to help you. No one else is currently cleared to do
so. Its regardless of what I think at this point. I was impressed by his
companies site though. 

Ok.
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My editing rate is 50/hr for non profit organizations 

You’re bleeding me dry

I can work with what ya got. I work compass on Wednesday till 830 to 3
though

And Thursday from 430am to 1030am

I can help edit Thursday’s performance

Since I don’t work on fri

So about tomorrow- please send me an email with all the specs that you
prefer including camera placement, and anything else that was not
covered in our last email in the Moving Forward section at the end. I
want to make sure you get exactly what you want.

Also if you could fw me your correspondence with the client today that
would be super helpful, so we are not in the dark about everything when
we show up.

Lastly- I’d like to see the video you delivered, Seneca will ask about it I’m
sure, and it would look pretty unprofessional if I don’t have a reference
for that conversation. 

7/7/20, 11:24 AM

Tha is for sending those emails

Yup. I as still have not sent Seneca any of the video 

Yikes 

So in the example that you sent has the shots that me and Jeremiah
were getting

I feel like I’m getting mixed feedback from you

You’re not 
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The A camera should be a wide shot.

The B camera should be a two shot of the two opposite.

The C camera should be a two shot of the two opposite.

You guys rarely did that. You can use the GH5 on the monopod to get
those shots and any other shots you want.

I need B and C to get full coverage of the two musicians. 

Where do you want the bm cam? Want to use that for the wide?

Yeah. Use that for the wide shot 

Ok

I’ll pick up the media from you a 315ish. Coo?

Yeah 

7/7/20, 3:24 PM

Are you still coming by to pick up the cards?

Yes

20 min

Here

One second. On the phone with Seneca

Good?

Those settings get us 95min on the cfast card

You may need more time than that 

It does DnXHD right?

Those are the options

If we shoot 422 we get 142 min
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Thats good. 

Liked “Thats good. ”

Its the main cam and I’m worried about running out of space before the
show ends. They ran long yesterday

That is the main can

Can

Cam 

Bm locked wide

Loved “Bm locked wide”

Did you move the light?

They switched the lights 
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That does look much better. 

Emphasized an image

Well FaceTime here in a sec

That one is set to custom 
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It looks off center to me but you probably haven’t got to that stage yet

I’m going to get Seneca for FaceTime

Please don’t forget the clap at the start of each Piece. Or main section 

Yes

Also cini d confirmed

Loved “Also cini d confirmed”

Knock em dead

They are watching the video in the other room - I just heard them say
“we can’t release this”

Fuck

I’m sure you’ll get a call soon about it
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Just wanted to give you a heads up 

7/7/20, 9:21 PM

Headed your way 

okay

Here

I work tomorrow, so I don’t thi k I can help on this one

I don’t work on Friday though, so I could potentially help out with
Thursday’s recording

I know I texted you that earlier, I just wanted to confirm that with you

Okay. I’ll figure something out

Are you utilizing the multi cam sequence mode of Premier?

I didn’t last time because the files didn’t line up enough and it was
confusing with all of the different Pieces being in one video.

Thats the plan this time though.

7/8/20, 6:24 AM

My camera angles are slowly merging into a single cam shoot

Think I got it

7/8/20, 8:17 AM

Did you guys turn the cameras off around the 42 minute mark.
Everything including audio is perfectly synced, then chaos the next
second. The cellist is standing in 2 frames and sitting in the other.

7/8/20, 9:33 AM

Yaaaaaayyyyy!

Emphasized “Did you guys turn the cameras off around the 42 minute
mark. Everything including audio is perfectly synced, then chaos the next
second. The cellist is standing in 2 frames and sitting in the other.”
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Damn! 

Check your reference sequences

One of the cameras died During theperformance

Only for about 30 seconds when I switch the battery

Gotcha. 

I fixed them. Had to go without the D cam for the final sequence.
Couldn’t find a sync point. 

Looks a billion times better though 

Sometimes I would use the last note as the sync point - you have a ton
of options for sync points man

I’ve done this over a hundred times

I’m also racing to get these done. 

So race to get that sync point! It takes like 5 min tops

Laughed at “So race to get that sync point! It takes like 5 min tops”

I know you got your flow and way about doing things or whatever but the
clients product doesn’t have to suffer. I know it’ll look fine especially with
Jeremiahs shots

Any progress on power cables?

Then it wouldn’t be an issue

7/9/20, 11:32 AM

Hey I just got off at compass 

Can I stop by for the media cards?

We were fired

7/9/20, 12:56 PM

Just loaded out. We need to talk later today or tomorrow. Full stop.

7/15/20, 1:07 PM

When do you have time to talk today?
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Also here is the receipt from glazers

7/15/20, 9:35 PM

We need to talk. I will try again tomorrow evening.

Also your voicemail isn’t set up in case you didn’t know

7/17/20, 11:23 AM

I’m at the dentists office 

Let’s chat later today when you’re done

Depends on how drugged I am 

7/21/20, 10:26 AM

Hey man. 

We can split 3 ways. What works for you Venmo, cashapp, zelle, etc.?

And thank you for being willing to proceed in this way.  

7/22/20, 11:50 AM

Chris let’s move forward. What else do you need from us? 
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7/27/20, 1:18 PM

Any update on scms?

No

8/10/20, 11:34 AM

Any update on scms?

8/11/20, 12:09 PM

Any update on scms?

8/11/20, 2:38 PM

When I know the next step, I’ll let you know.

8/12/20, 5:45 PM

Where we at in the process of all this? I have Jeremiah asking And I
need to figure out my own stuff as well

8/14/20, 3:58 PM

Emphasized “Where we at in the process of all this? I have Jeremiah
asking And I need to figure out my own stuff as well”

What’s going on 

Ghosting me is a shitty move man. We just want to know where we’re at
with the process. 

Delivered
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